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Counterfeiting in Germany After World War I

A Tale of Four Banknotes
By Richard E. Dickerson
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MN October of 1918, Germany was in a state of shock. All that summer, the Ger-
• man people had been told by their government that the war was going well, at

first when it really was, and even later when it was not. It was a severe blow, there-
fore. when General Ludendorff announced to the nation at the beginning of October
that Germany needed an immediate end to the war on any terms that were required.
A liberal government set up on October 3 with Prince Max von Baden as Chancellor
began negotiating with the Allies. On October 23, sailors at Kiel mutinied upon
being ordered to undertake what they considered to be a pointless mission, and
the rebellion spread to Hamburg and other cities. On November 9, the Kaiser
was forced to abdicate. The German Empire came to an end. A Republic was
proclaimed in Berlin. and two days later the Armistice brought World War I to a
close. Bismarck's Second Reich was shattered, and a con fused German people waited
to see what would take its place. Against this background of unrest began one of
the more frustrating episodes of German monetary history.

II-

II	 I

FIRST SIGNS OF A CURRENCY CRISIS

In times of crisis and uncertainty, people lose confidence
in public institutions and begin looking out for them-
selves. Gold and silver coins began to be hoarded soon
after war broke out in 1914, and rapidly vanished from
circulation. The gap was filled by official banknotes
(Darlehenskassenscheine, or Loan Bureau Notes) for 1
to 50 Marks, and by unofficial (and strictly speaking ille-
gal) issues of "Notgeld" or emergency scrip in the smaller
Mark denominations by cities and private businesses.

By the summer of 1916, even the minor coins had vir-
tually disappeared. Their place was taken by a second
wave of unauthorized Pfennig-value Notgeld, the so-called
"Kleingeld." The Reichsbank, while disapproving, could
only look the other way, because it had no remedy of its
own for the currency shortage.

THE GROSSGELD OF 1918

By autumn of 1918, the Reichsdruckerei, or government
printing house, was in desperate shape. Military conscrip-
tion had taken away many employees, and strikes and
illness had crippled the efficiency of those who were left.
The war was being financed mainly by printing new
money, and the Mark had fallen to half of its prewar
value of 24c. The demands of the war effort were un-
ending. The more notes that were printed, however, the
more the Mark fell; and the more its value dropped,
the more paper money was needed to maintain the same
total purchasing power in circulation. The entire shaky
financial edifice was beginning to come apart at the seams.

Reluctantly, the harassed Reichsbank took two steps
that would have been unthinkable a few years earlier: It
decided to call on private firms for help in printing Reichs-
banknotes, and to authorize responsible city governments
and businesses to issue their own currency. As with the
repeal of Prohibition in the United States in 1932, this
was merely giving official sanction to a practice that was
going on anyway, but official sanction was an admission
of how serious the situation had become.

These private notes, known as "Grossgeld" because of
their high face values, were issued in denominations of
5, 10, 20, 50, and occasionally even 100 Marks. Even at
the inflated rate of seven Marks to the dollar, these were
still substantial sums of money. Local pride caused most
of these issues to be well-made and attractive notes, with
heraldic devices and illustrations of landmarks. The

Reichsbank agreed to pay for half the cost of printing
these notes, and to absorb half of any losses arising from
counterfeiting. As a discouragement to counterfeiters,
each note bore a warning that it was only valid until 1
February 1919, 1 the hope being that it would not be worth-
while to forge notes that would be valueless before the
counterfeit plates were ready. In this, the Reichsbank
badly underestimated the ingenuity of private enterprise.
But with their own new 50 Mark Reichsbanknote, they
provided a target so simple and so easy to copy that they
unintentionally drew fire away from the Grossgeld.

THE TRAUERSCHEIN

Prewar Reichsbanknotes had been superb copperplate
engravings, printed on small hand presses using expen-
sive and often handmade paper. The process was too slow
and too costly for wartime needs, so in 1914 the new
Darlehenskassenscheine were mixtures of engraving (Tief-
druck) and letterpress printing (Hochdruck), in which
the design to be inked and transferred is raised above
the surface of the plate as with ordinary type. This
was a dangerous compromise with security that would lead
directly to the troubles that are the subject of this
article.

One last Reichsbanknote appeared in the old engraved
style: the 20 Mark of 1915 (JH 26). 2 A 50 Mark was
planned to accompany it in 1916, but the design was
shelved because of engraving costs. (We will see this
note again later.) Nothing was done about a 50 Mark
denomination for two years.

In the midst of the financial crisis of late 1918, the
Reichsbank decided that the gap had to be filled. A 50
Mark note would be issued, but with the help of an out-
side printer: the old established firm of Otto Elsner in
Berlin. For speed, and because Elsner was not set up
for copperplate reproduction, the note would be a simpli-
fied design produced entirely in letterpress or Hochdruck.
The result was the 50 Mark issue of 20 October 1918
shown in Figure 1 (JH 29).

The banknote was an unmitigated disaster. It was so
crudely executed that it looked like its own counterfeit.
Its printed imitations of machine scrollwork and web-
work were ragged and uneven. Elsner could print it, true,
but so could anyone else with a halfway decent press,
and counterfeiters had a field day. Figure 2 shows one
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Figure 1—The Trauerschein, or 50 Mark note of 20 October 1918. Printing plates :

a Medium brown webwork background with faint silhouette of a crowned eagle behind the text.
(13) Green scrollwork design at left with serial number in red.
(c) Brown-black text and heavy square border.

Paper : Cream ( Reichsdruckerei Wellen) or light tan ( Schippen I. Size 133x103 mm.

example of their handiwork. 3 A replacement note of a
different design was prepared as fast as possible, and the
laborious job of calling the original issue was begun. The
note was finally removed from circulation and declared
invalid on September 10 of the following year. Because
of its early demise, it is now one of the rarer of twentieth-
century German banknotes, a fact which is reflected in
its catalog price (see Appendix).

The most striking feature of the ill-fated 50 Mark
note was its heavy black border, which gave it the nick-
name of the "Trauerschein" (Memorial note) or "To-
desanzeigen" (Funeral announcement). The design could
have been a coincidence, but with the German war effort
going down to disaster, this may well have been the vale-
dictory comment of some anonymous Reichsdruckerei artist.

The Trauerschein was the last note to bear the Im-
perial crowned eagle or other symbols of the German
Empire, although the eagle is so faintly silhouetted in the
webwork background of the obverse that it seems to be
fading into oblivion (another coincidence?). There were
no Reichsbank seals, an unprecedented departure from
tradition. It could be that the Reichsbank was ashamed
of its stepchild and wished to give it no more expressions
of official approval than were necessary. It could also
be that in the rush to get the notes out, someone simply
forgot.

The Trauerschein had the odd distinction of being the
first 50 Mark note since the founding of the Reich in 1871
to restore the Umlaut to the "u" in "Funfzig." Earlier
Prussian notes had used the now obsolete "Funfzig," and
the Reichsbank (which was formed by a reorganization
of the Prussian Bank) faithfully kept this tradition,
through five different 50 Mark notes from 1876 to 1914.
The change in spelling was in a sense a rejection of the
Prussian tradition. In this as in other ways, the Trauer-
schein was a "revolutionary" note.4

This was the first example of a "Hilfsbanknote," or
provisional issue intended for use only until regular notes
were available. Beneath the standard promise to pay
to bearer, the note read, "From 1 March 1919 on, this
banknote can be called in and retired by exchange for
other lawful currency." This formula would be seen
again and again during the 1922-23 inflation, when the
Reichsbank struggled to keep a thin veneer of respect-
ability over a chaos of printing-press money.

Two different kinds of watermarked paper gave the
Trauerschein a minimal protection against counterfeiting.
The "Reichsdruckerei Wellen" pattern of Figure 3a was
used exclusively by the Reichsbank for bonds and securi-
ties, and would have been difficult for a forger to obtain.
But the "Schippen" design, Figure 3b, was readily avail-
able on the open market and could have been as easily
purchased by counterfeiters as by Otto Elsner. Many of
the Grossgeld used this same watermark. It is hard to
see why Elsner would have used watermarked paper from
open stock for Reichsbanknotes, but the choice was prob-
ably dictated by the haste with which the notes were
issued. After the debacle of the Trauerschein, neither
watermark was ever used again for a Reichsbanknote.

THE BILDERR A IIMEN

With the failure of the Trauerschein, the Reichsbank
tried again with a more intricate design. By the turn
of the year a new 50 Mark note was ready, bearing the
date 30 November 1918 (Figure 4, JH 30). It was a let-
terpress note printed by Elsner and two or three other
private firms whose names have been lost. It promptly
acquired several not-too-complimentary nicknames: "Bil-
derrahmen" (Picture frame), "Eierschein", (Egg note) be-
cause of the oval designs on front and back, or "Weine-
tikette" (Wine label). It was technically a Hilfsbanknote
like its predecessor, although it did not display a specific
call-up warning or a termination date. It had the dis-
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Figure 2—An apparently hand-crafted counterfeit of the Trauerschein. Paper : Cream, with water-
mark of horizontal lines 1.8 mm apart. The "webwork" background looks almost as if it were a
rubbing from a pebble-grained leather suitcase, and the borders at the left of the note suggest that
it was applied with a cut-out stencil. The scrollwork at the left is a patch of almost solid yellow-
green color, and the serial numbers are hand-lettered. The text and border are solid black, and appear
to be linoleum-block printing. The most legible part of the entire design is the tiny, carefully hand-
inked "Strafsatz," standard on all German banknotes, which begins, "Whoever falsifies or counterfeits
banknotes, 	 " The note has been cancelled by a cross in indelible pencil, and the word "Werthlos"
at the top. i From the Samm lung Albert Pick. Munich. )

Figure 3- -Watermark patterns :

( a) Reichsdruckerei Wellen
(13) Schippen
)c) Stern-Sechseck-Muster or Stern/Dreiecksgitter

Patterns la) and ( c) were both produced by Papierfabrik Louis Staffel in Witzenhausen, near Gottingen b ) by Gebr. Ebart.
in Spechthausen bei Eberswalde, outside of Berlin. (Reproduced from A. Keller and K. Lehrke, Deutsche Wertpapierwasser-
zeichen, Berlin-Wittenau, 1955

tinction of being the first note issued by the new Republic,
and possessed neither Reichsbank seals nor any symbols
of the German State. It is the only Reichsbanknote ever
issued on which the German eagle cannot be found.

Although simplified for private printers like the earlier
note, the Bilderrahmen did have a few traps built in to
make forgery difficult. The shading on the picture frame
consisted of sets of tapered lines which had to be printed
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Figure 4—The Bilderrahmen, or 50 Mark note of 30 November 1918. Printing Plates:

(a) Brown "picture frame."
lb) Light yellow-brown background stripes around the frame.
lc) Blue-gray interior with "50" in oval, and blue-gray outer border to frame.
Id) Black textual matter.

Size: 143x114 mm.

very accurately if their tips were to fall in a straight line
and not appear ragged. Figure 5 shows a corner of a
real and a suspected counterfeit note. In the latter, very
slight imperfections in thickness of these tapered shading
lines are magnified into gross irregularities in alignment
of the tips. The fine-toothed shading marks on the outer
beading of the frame were a further stumbling-block for
the forger, as was the cross-hatched grid around the
legend. Had the official printers themselves been more
careful, then the registration of the oval designs on front
and back could have been used to check for counterfeits,
but this was apparently too much for the private printing
houses to manage. The mistake of using a commercially
available watermark paper was repeated: the "Stern-Sech-
seck-Muster" of Figure 3c. The Bilderrahmen proved as
easy to imitate as the Trauerschein, and one unimagina-
tive soul even used the Bilderrahmen watermark paper
for counterfeit Trauerscheins! The Reichsbank had no
choice but to call in these notes and try a third time.
(The Bilderrahmen were invalidated as currency on 31
January 1921, but redeemed at the Reichsbank offices
in Berlin until 31 August 1921.) In frustration, the
Reichsbank turned to Vienna for help.

BUYING TIME - THE VIENNESE NOTE

The Wiener Staatsdruckerei (Vienna State Press) of
the Austro-Hungarian Bank was an established banknote
printing house with a style and a tradition of its own.
The Reichsbank went to them in early 1919 and said in
essence, "Help us to design a banknote that will be both
simple enough for authorized private firms to handle,
yet intricate enough to foil the average counterfeiter."
The result was the new 50 Mark note of 24 June 1919
(Figure 6; JH 31), which quickly became known as the
"Wiener" or Viennese note. It was produced by four
agencies, distinguished by four Reihen or Series numbers.

Reihe 1 notes from the Reichsdruckerei in Berlin and
Reihe 2 notes from the Wiener Staatsdruckerei were first
issued in November of 1919 (in spite of their June date).
The firms of W. Biixenstein and Otto Elsner in Berlin
apparently played backup roles, and did not begin issuing
their Reihe 3 and Reihe 4 notes until mid-1920.

Although the new banknote was not proof against
forgery, it was a great improvement over its predeces-
sors. It was designed to resemble an engraved note as
closely as possible. Letterpress printing could not match
copperplate engraving for fineness of line, so the Wiener
note used other safety devices, including multiple print-
ing plates requiring accurate registration, and the op-
tical trickery of Moire fringes. It also recognized the
value of a portrait in screening counterfeits. As the
designers of U. S. notes well know, an erroneous line
that will pass unnoticed in an abstract design can give a
portrait head a "wrong" expression that practically shouts
"fake" to the trained observer. Although no artistic mas-
terpiece, the Wiener is a beautiful example of the maxi-
mum use of the capabilities of letterpress printing
methods.

Other notes may be more subtle, but in few other notes
are there so many obvious technical devices for making
forgery difficult. Four separate plates were used to print
the obverse of the note:

a) An orange-brown background plate,
b) A faint grey "safety" plate with tide horizontal wavy lines

(Look at the rosette below the "50" in Figure 6. The waves
are cut away so they do not show within the "50" itself or
the "flinfzig Mark." This plate also contributes diagonal
lines across the portrait.),

c) A green plate with the principal design as seen in Figure 6, and
d) A purple plate bearing seals, serial numbers, and signatures.

In a well-printed note the brown rosette below the "50"
would be perfectly centered within a slightly larger cutout
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Figure 5—Details of the frame on a real ( left) and a possibly counterfeit (right)
of the tapered shading lines on the counterfeit note do not fall on a straight line.

Bilderrahmen. Notice that the tips

Figure 6—The Wiener, or 50 Mark note of 24 June 1919.
Size : 153x103 mm.

For details of printing plates, see text.

in the green plate, and the scalloped edges of the brown
plate would show a uniform exposure around the margins
of the green. The edges of the safety plate and the

green plate would match exactly, with no ends of waves
visible. In a good note, the eyes in the portrait of the
girl would he alive and the shading lines around the face
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Figure 7—The reverse of the Weiner note.

Figure 8—Moire Fringes. Two identical wave patterns printed on transparent plastic have been overlapped on a white
background. Left and right: the individual patterns, one turned slightly relative to the other. Center : overlap region,
showing the tapered bands of Moire fringes. The two superimposed plates on the reverse of the Wiener produce the same
effect. Defects in either plate are revealed as enlarged flaws in the regularity of the Moire pattern. Moire fringes are used
for quality control in physics and in the optical industry. They are also seen in certain silk and satin fabrics. (Transpar-
encies courtesy of the Edmund Scientific Co., New Jersey)
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crisp and clear. On a spurious note, the expression would
be dull and lifeless.

The reverse of the Wiener used three plates:

el An orange-brown background plate which contributes more to
the overall pattern than on the obverse.

f) A dark brown safety plate with fine horizontal wavy lines (Look
within the "50" or "RBD" in. Figure 7), and

g) A blue plate with the principal design.

As on the obverse, the blue and orange-brown plates had
matching design elements which were tell-tale warnings
of misregistration. The scalloped edges on all three plates
and the totally cut-out rectangle in the center containing
the warning to counterfeiters both served a similar pur-
pose. The two safety wave plates on front and back, b)
and f), besides being inconspicuous and easily overlooked,
contained hair-thin lines that required a high standard
of printing if they were not to appear ragged and un-
even. The thicker diagonal wavy lines on plate g) played
the same roll. But there was more: In a well-printed
note, the waves in plates f) and g) overlapped to produce
an optical interference pattern known as Moire fringes
(Figure 8). This device is used today on many banknotes,
the current Swiss notes being particularly good examples.
Like the tapered shading on the Bilderrahmen, Moire
fringes magnify trivial flaws in execution of a design
and make them conspicuous. They place an extra burden
on the clandestine engraver.

The actual printing of the new note was far from what
it should have been. The design of the Wiener was bet-

ter than its manufacturers could handle. The kinds of
flaws that showed up in each Reihe are indicated in
Table 1. Sixty-eight percent of Bfixenstein's notes were
issued with the diagonal waves on the reverse muddy and
broken to the point that one could not tell whether a note
was spurious or not (Figure 9c). In contrast, only 2%
of the Reichsdruckerei notes were flawed in this way,
and 15% of those from Vienna. Elsner was almost as
dependable. Reihe 2 and 3 notes were especially poor in
controlling registration of brown and green plates on
the obverse, but Elsner's Reihe 4 notes were even better
than those from the Reichsdruckerei. Elsner's problem
was his inability to control inking of the green plate on
the obverse, leading to a muddy portrait with filled shad-
ing lines. Even the Reichsdruckerei fell down on this
feature 10% of the time. Overall, however, the consist-
ently worst offender was Btixenstein. It is not too much
of an exaggeration to describe his Reihe 3 notes, which
appeared in late 1920, as "authorized counterfeits."

With such poor quality control, how is one to recognize a
real counterfeit when he encounters it? Over half of the
200 Reihe 3 notes, if compared singly with one of the
best from Reihe 1, would be called a fake. It is very
likely that several of the 800 notes examined are spurious.
It is impossible to tell how many since there is no clear
break between good notes and bad—the range in quality of
legitimate notes is too large. Many counterfeit Wiener
notes did appear in circulation; so many that the note
was eventually replaced.

Figure 9—Details of reverses of three Wiener notes:

(a) An authentic Reihe 1 note with Moire fringes visible in the left margin.
Figure 7 at a very shallow angle.)

(b) A counterfeit Reihe 2 note. The diagonal waves are both broken in some places and blotched in others, with ink between
the lines. The color also has an unnatural blue-green cast never seen on a genuine note. The safety wave plate 1), visible
in the digit "5," is too weak to beat against the diagonal wave plate and produce Moire fringes. A view from a shallow
angle here shows only the ripples of the diagonal wave plate g).

(c) An authentic but poor quality Reihe 3 note. The diagonal waves are sharp but broken in places, as if a good quality
plate had been improperly inked and pressed. The colors are normal. The safety plate is again too faintly printed to
produce Moire fringes.

(Tilt the page back and look at this and
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Figure 10—Details of the portrait in :( a) The authentic Reihe 1 note.
b I The counterfeit Reihe 2 note.

In the counterfeit note, ink-flecks are seen between shading lines on the face, and the regions between cheeks and braids
are saturated with ink, obliterating the line of the jaw. The bridge of the nose and the peak of the forehead are "shiny" and
lack the delicate lines to be seen on the authentic note. The eyes are lifeless and the general appearance is that of a
corpse. Excess ink has also blurred the latticework at the upper right corner.

Figure 11-111 Mark note of Poland, 23 September 1119. Printed in the Wiener Staatsdruckerei.

and almost surely by the same artist as the Wiener note of Germany. Compare the flowers with those
on the reverse of the Wiener, and obverse the similarity of treatment of borders. The diagonal waves
on this note and the reverse of the Wiener are identical. Size 1731119 mm.
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Figure 12—The Sunny Maid, or 50 Mark note of 23 July 1920. Printing plates :

( a) Light green background design plate, in Hochdruck or letterpress printing.
b) Dark green design plate bearing the portrait, legend, and main visible features of the Figure.

This plate was engraved, or in Tiefdruck.
(c) Brown plate with serial numbers and seals. Size : 150x100 mm.

One specimen out of the 800 examined was markedly in-
ferior to any of Biixenstein's reverses or Elsner's portraits,
and is by far the worst of perhaps five or six which were
felt to be possible counterfeits. The portrait (Figure
10b) is crude to the point of appearing cadaverous. The
green plate c) is not only overinked but defective. Lines
are broken or missing in some places, and filled with too
much ink in others. Alignment of all plates is quite good,
but the blue plate g) on the reverse is both broken and
muddy (Figure 9b), and has a greenish tinge. On the
face of this note, someone has numbered it "10" in the
top margin with indelible pencil, and has written "Bahn-
hof" (Railway station) in the left margin. Is this a
contemporary record by the authorities of where this
note was picked up, and how many were found before it?

All of the safety devices—multiple plates with matching
cutouts, portrait heads, fine parallel wavy lines, over-
lapping scalloped borders, and Moire fringes—were taken
from the standard repertoire of the Wiener Staatsdruck-
erei. A Polish 100 Mark note of 23 September 1919 printed
in the Staatsdruckerei has all of these features (Figure
11). It is not only in the same tradition as the Wiener,
but is undoubtedly by the same hand. The Wiener was
counterfeited, but much less extensively than the Trauer-
schein or the Bilderrahmen. With all of its special design
features, it should have been proof against forgery. The
fact that it was not, only confirms what was apparent from
the start: Private firms cannot achieve the quality that
well-equipped State banknote houses are capable of, and as
soon as a design is degraded to accommodate "amateurs,"
then a Pandora's box of questionable notes is opened.

THE END OF THE CRISIS, AND THE SUNNY MAID

The troubles of the Reichsbank seemed to go on without
end. The entire episode would have taken on the attri-
butes of a black comedy, if it had not been so expensive.
Three successive letterpress notes had failed, the last one
using the full talents of the Austro-Hungarian Bank.
The relative success of the Wiener had bought time for

the Reichsbank to fight its way out of a postwar currency
shortage, but the Wiener was obviously not safe enough to
be a permanent issue. Moreover, it was patently a for-
eign design, grafted onto a quite different Reichsbank
tradition.

The only way to produce a secure 50 Mark note was to
return to engraving methods. The production of en-
graved 20, 100, and 1,000 Mark banknotes had never
stopped, and it had been a costly error to try to get by
cheaply with the 50 Mark. The old design for the un-
completed 1916 note was resurrected and brought into
production. It appeared as the "Sunny Maid" of 23 July
1920, shown in Figure 12 (JH 36). It was the most
beautiful and harmonious design that the Reichsbank had
produced since the beginning of the war, and is an obvious
mate for the 20 mark of 1915 (compare their reverses).
It once again used hair-thin engraved lines in ornamental
designs and portrait, and a good quality, specially made
watermarked paper with colored threads in one end. (The
Wiener did not use watermarked paper.) It also started
a tradition. The framed portrait head to the left or the
right side of an unsymmetrical yet balanced design was
to become a virtual trademark of German banknotes from
1920 to the end of World War II.

At the end of 1920, "normalcy" had apparently returned
to the Reichsdruckerei. The various issues of emergency
Notgeld had disappeared at last, and the Pfennig-value
Kleingeld had degenerated to gaudy "toy" money printed
especially for collectors, like San Marino commemorative
stamps. The experiment with privately printed Reichs-
banknotes was over, and surely would never be tried
again. The young Weimar Republic had issued a full set
of 1, 2, 10, 50, and 100 Mark notes (JH 32-37), and no new
notes would be forthcoming before 1922. Only the mount-
ing troubles over war debts and reparations, and the slow
bleeding away of the exchange value of the Mark, were
warnings that Germany's greatest fiscal troubles were yet
to come.

The currency crisis of 1918-20 was therefore not the
end but only the beginning. Nevertheless, the lessons



Catalog No. s
Denorni-

JH P R nation Date
29	 64 56 50 Marks 20 Oct. 1918
30	 65 57 50 Marks 30 Nov. 1918
31	 66 62 50 Marks 24 June 1919
36	 68 66 50 Marks 23 July 1920

Appendix : Notes discussed in this paper
Catalog value

in Deutschemarks

Popular name
Trauerschein
Bilderrahmen
Wiener
Sunny Maid

U	 EF
450,— 280,-

40,— 25,-
2,—1,—
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learned so painfully by the Reichsbank in 1918 would be
useful in 1922, and the distasteful measures that were
resorted to just after World War I would again be neces-
sary during the inflation. The pattern in 1918-20 was of
two privately-printed Hilfsbanknotes issued to buy time, a
stopgap replacement that barely worked, and finally the
resumption of normal note issues. This pattern would
be followed again in 1922-23, until finally it was drowned
in the rising tide of inflation, every note became a Hilfs-
banknote, and counterfeiting became an unprofitable way
to make a living.
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available for study 18 Bilderrahmen and over 800 Weiner notes. I
would also like to thank Dr. Albert Pick of the Bayerische Hypotheken
and Wechsel Bank in Munich for the loan of the counterfeit Trauer-
schein in Figure 2, and for permission to photograph and publish it.
Other notes are from the author's collection.

Table 1
Printing Defects in the Wiener Note

Defective notes found in a sample of 200 notes from each Reihe.
Defect	 Reihe 1 Reihe 2 Reihe 3 Reihe 4
Broken reverse plate .	4 	 31	 136	 41
Misaligned front plates b	 13	 46	 58	 8
Poor quality portrait (1	 20	 41	 39	 50

°Diagonal waves in plate g) irregular and broken, safety plate f)
nearly absent, no Moiré fringe effect.

b Rosette on obverse touching sides of cut-out in green plate, indi-
cating misregistration of plates a) and c) by at least 0.6 millimeters.

Overinking, leading to solid shadows between cheeks and braids,
and irregular filling in with ink between shading lines on cheek.
Usually produces a thin face with V-shaped chin. The printing plate
itself can be of good quality.

Data are taken from notes kindly loaned by L. W. Morse of the
Rosmar Reichsbanknote Reserve.

NOTES

Few cities had enough Reichsbanknotes on hand to redeem all of
their currency by February of 1919. But by October almost all of the
Grossgeld had been called in and either destroyed or cancelled for
sale to collectors, a lucrative sideline in its own right.

Catalog numbers in parentheses are from Jaeger-Haevecker (see
References).

In response to a preprint of this paper, one reader asked for
more details on recognizing a counterfeit of the October 20 note (the
"Trauerschein"). This is hard to answer, for the Trauerschein is
so scarce that it is impossible to examine a set of 800 as with the
Weiner note to be described later, or even 20 as with the Bilderrahmen.
Besides the counterfeit Trauerschein kindly loaned by Dr. Albert Pick,
I have only seen the two notes in my own collection, and know of the
existence of only three more in this country. However, I would be
delighted to have the opportunity of examining any other Trauerscheins,
suspected counterfeits or not, and comparing them with my own.
When returning your note(s 1, I would be happy to include with them
a set of glossy prints of real and counterfeit Trauerscheins as un-
covered to date.

Because this note was circulating at the time of Sparticist com-
munist uprisings in Berlin in late 1918 and early 1919, it also became
known, unjustly, as the "Bolschewistenschein" (Bolshevist note). It
did, indeed, look like the sort of provisional currency that might
be turned out by a revolutionary government. For these first few
months, it was touch-and-go whether Germany would become com-
munist or not, and the central government was less concerned with
turning out artistic banknotes than with simply staying alive.

s The "Wellen" watermark found in later inflation notes is a
different pattern.

°Catalog numbers: JH=Jaeger-Haevecker ; P=Pick, "Catalog of
European Paper Money"; R=Rosenberg, "Banknoten". Catalog values
reflect current sales in Germany, and are consistent with relative
rarities of the notes arising from factors discussed in the text.
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The Show Case
By Harry G. Wigington

Bank: The Peoples Bank
Location: St. Peter, Minn.
Denominations: $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00
Imprint: American Bank Note Co.
Rarity: Scarce
Comments: The following is a statement of the operations

of this bank in January, 1863. All notes were re-
called from circulation and only a small number of
unsigned and undated specimens are known today.
Illustrated are the proof notes. The bank had 22,4
specie on hand to cover notes in circulation. Their
circulation equaled 60 c2 of stock issued and 36 g of
capital authorized, with the security of the bank
being backed by public stock.
Capital: $50,000
Circulation: $18,000
Loans: $22,330
Stock: $30,000
Cash Items: $7,739
Specie: $4,054
Other investments: $907
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